V9 Series Data Transfer Viewer Function
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The "data transfer viewer" function is now newly available.
Data can be transferred easily between the storage device of a V9 series unit and a server without any
settings in the screen program.
BEFORE

Operators on the factory floor can't directly transfer files, making operations complicated.

Office
Making settings on the
screen program is out of the
question. It's already running!

Ethernet

PDF file

There's no means for editing
and I can't take out the SD card.
What am I supposed to do!?

Data transfer via Ethernet
(1) FTP server
(2) Data transfer service
Both require settings in the screen program.

Data transfer viewer is the answer!
AFTER

Screen program settings are unnecessary if an Ethernet environment is ready!
Data in a storage device can be selected and transferred through operations on the V9 unit!
Ethernet

Office

Factory floor

or

On-screen
operations make
it so easy!

Transfer (upload)

Necessary data can be transferred at
the necessary times from the factory
floor!

No complicated
settings or any
macro commands!
Data transfer viewer
* For system programs V1.210 and later
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Easy Selection of Files for Transfer, Folders, and Servers for Connection
(1) Data transfer viewer display
Switch function

System menu

Display bit ON

OR

OR
Bit ON

Function: Data transfer
viewer call

(3) [Viewer] menu: Select the data for transfer and the
destination folder and then upload.

(2) [Connect] menu: Configure target
server settings.

Just select a file and destination
and then upload!

Operation logs can be easily
viewed too!

Operation logs

In addition, the filter function facilitates searching for target files!
For example, if you want to transfer only CSV files located in a specific folder...
(1) Set the filter menu switch to [ON].
Input "*.csv" for a wildcard search.

(3) Only CSV files are uploaded to the server.
(BIN files are not.)

(2) Select the transfer source and destination
folders and then upload.

Easily extract the files for transfer
with tap operations!

The function can be used even on delivered units.
Effortless data utilization with data transfer viewer might be just what you need!
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